
 

Hoodoo the Return by iNFiNiTi

Hoodoo: The Return

The world's most sinister effect; The Haunted Voodoo Doll is BACK, and,
things just got a whole lot more TWISTED.

NOW, at the end of your classic Haunted Doll routine, you can have the doll
DISAPPEAR, then REAPPEAR in the coffin box that's been on the table the
whole time.

But that's not all.

Inside your spectator's hands, the head of the Voodoo Doll CHANGES into the
dead person your spectator is thinking of. This has got to be the most messed up
thing in magic. Black Magic?

Hoodoo: The Return, comes with TWO Voodoo Dolls:

The first doll is haunted (gimmicked like the original) so you can perform the
classic routine of putting a pin in its heart, making it rise in your hand with NO
threads or magnets, putting a glass over it, even getting it to stand on one leg.

The second doll is non-gimmicked, but comes with FIVE interchangeable heads:
ONE Normal Head (with a playing card reveal in the eyes they won't spot unless
pointed out - King of Clubs)
FOUR Dead Celebrity Heads - Elvis, Michael Jackson, Marilyn Monroe and Amy
Winehouse.

Basic routine:

.... So imagine getting your spectator to secretly 'think' of (or pick) a dead
celebrity to bring back to life.

In a bid to communicate with the dead, you take out your Voodoo Doll and do the
whole 'terrifying rising thing in your hand'. Just when they think the evil act is
finished with, the doll's head has changed to their dead celebrity, right in their
hands, proving some kind of paranormal connection did indeed take place.
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You can of course, switch the doll using simple sleight of hand, or, use the self
working Switch Coffin Box provided. That's right, the creepy coffin box your set
comes in can now switch in, switch out, disappear and reappear the Voodoo doll.

What's included:

Coffin switch box
Haunted Voodoo doll
Second Voodoo doll
1 x Normal head (with KC playing card revelation in eyes)
1 x Elvis head
1 x Michael Jackson head
1 x Marilyn Monroe head
1 x Amy Winehouse head

A sinister masterclass of routines, real world performances and presentational
ideas from iNFiNiTi himself

PRODUCT WARNINGS

PLEASE WATCH THE ONLINE TUTORIAL BEFORE ATTACHING ANY HEADS
OTHERWISE YOU RISK DAMAGING
THIS THING IS LIKE BLACK MAGIC - PLEASE USE RESPONSIBLY
ALWAYS RESPECT THE DEAD

NOTE: The Hoodoo Dolls go through an extreme number of manufacture
processes, many of which are by hand, therefore yours might be coloured a little
lighter/darker or look a little bit different to exactly what you see in the trailer and
photos - every batch is different. You can also customise your doll easily with 'red
blood" (like iNFiNiTi's in the trailer) or darken other details to highlight its
features.
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